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INTRODUCTION

International Mobile Telecommunications-
Advanced (IMT-Advanced) is the name, defined
by International Telecommunication Union
(ITU), for the next-generation (4G) mobile wire-
less broadband communication systems. The
standardization process of IMT-Advanced sys-
tems will enter the technical proposal evaluation
stage by the end of this year, and the first IMT-
Advanced air interface standard is expected to
be released in early 2011. The commercial
deployment of IMT-Advanced systems and ser-
vices is anticipated to be after 2015. According
to the ITU’s requirements [1], future IMT-
Advanced systems can support peak data rates
of 100 Mb/s and 1 Gb/s, respectively, in high-
speed mobility environments (up to 350 km/h)
and stationary and pedestrian environments (up
to 10 km/h). The transmission bandwidth of
IMT-Advanced systems should be scalable and
can change from 20 to 100 MHz, with downlink
and uplink spectrum efficiencies in the ranges of
[1.1, 15 b/s/Hz] and [0.7, 6.75 b/s/Hz], respective-
ly. The minimum requirements on voice over IP
(VoIP) capacities in high- and low-mobility envi-
ronments are 30 and 50 active users/sector/MHz.

The latency for control and user planes should
be less than 100 ms and 10 ms, respectively, in
unloaded conditions.

In order to meet ever increasing require-
ments on higher wireless access data rate and
better quality of service (QoS), the Third Gener-
ation Partnership Project (3GPP) initiated its
Long Term Evolution (LTE) standardization
work at the end of 2004 and successfully com-
pleted this task at the end of 2007. Immediately
after that, 3GPP started its LTE-Advanced stan-
dardization process to address the requirements
and challenges of IMT-Advanced systems by
considering a series of new transmission tech-
nologies [2], such as carrier aggregation, coordi-
nated multiple point transmission and reception,
and relay. It is anticipated that 3GPP will submit
this newly developed LTE-Advanced standard as
a candidate technical proposal for IMT-
Advanced mobile systems.

Through a different approach, the IEEE
802.16 Working Group has developed, since July
1999, several global standards of WiMAX for
providing the first-mile/last-mile broadband
wireless access in metropolitan areas, as well as
backhaul services for voice/data communication
hotspots. In October 2007 WiMAX was
approved to become a 3G standard in the ITU
IMT-2000 standards family. Recently, IEEE
launched the 802.16j working group to develop
relay-based multihop techniques for WiMAX
standards [3]. For future evolution of WiMAX,
IEEE 802.16m has been planned to meet the
requirements and time schedule of IMT-
Advanced standards.

As a hot research topic with great application
potential, relay technologies have been actively
studied and considered in the standardization
process of next-generation mobile communica-
tion systems, such as 3GPP LTE-Advanced [2]
and IEEE 802.16j [3]. Relay transmission can be
seen as a kind of collaborative communications,
in which a relay station (RS) helps to forward
user information from neighboring user equip-
ment (UE)/mobile station (MS) to a local
eNode-B (eNB)/base station (BS). In doing this,
an RS can effectively extend the signal and ser-
vice coverage of an eNB and enhance the overall
throughput performance of a wireless communi-
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1 In the latest LTE-
Advanced standard devel-
opment, a transmission
power of 30 dBm is also
under discussion for RSs.

cation system [2, 3]. The performance of relay
transmissions is greatly affected by the collabora-
tive strategy, which includes the selection of
relay types and relay partners (i.e., to decide
when, how, and with whom to collaborate).

The rest of this article is organized as follows.
In the next section different relay types and
transmission schemes are introduced and ana-
lyzed to show the benefits of using relay tech-
nologies in cellular wireless networks (e.g.,
3GPP LTE-Advanced and WiMAX mobile sys-
tems). In order to effectively adopt relay tech-
nologies, a centralized pairing scheme and a
distributed pairing scheme are then developed
and evaluated to maximize the number of served
UE units, as well as the overall throughput of a
cell, in a realistic multiple-RS-multiple-UE sce-
nario. The final section concludes this article.

TYPES AND BENEFITS OF
RELAY TECHNOLOGIES

RELAY TYPES
Two types of RSs have been defined in 3GPP
LTE-Advanced and 802.16j standards, Type-I
and Type-II in [2], and non-transparency and
transparency in [3]. Specifically, a Type-I (or
non-transparency) RS can help a remote UE
unit, which is located far away from an eNB (or
a BS), to access the eNB. So a Type-I RS needs
to transmit the common reference signal and the
control information for the eNB, and its main
objective is to extend signal and service cover-
age, as shown in Fig. 1. Type-I RSs mainly per-
form IP packet forwarding in the network layer
(layer 3) and can make some contributions to
the overall system capacity by enabling commu-
nication services and data transmissions for
remote UE units.

On the other hand, a Type-II (or transparen-
cy) RS can help a local UE unit, which is located
within the coverage of an eNB (or a BS) and has
a direct communication link with the eNB, to
improve its service quality and link capacity. So
a Type-II RS does not transmit the common ref-
erence signal or the control information, and its
main objective is to increase the overall system
capacity by achieving multipath diversity and
transmission gains for local UE units.

Consider a typical cell with an eNB located at
the center and 50 UE units randomly deployed
in this communication area. A selective decode
and forward (DCF) relay scheme is used; Table
1 compares the throughput performance when
different numbers of Type-I RSs are deployed in
the cell. System bandwidth and the transmission
power of an RS are set to be 25 MHz and 37
dBm,1 respectively. As seen in Table 1, the
deployment of Type-I RSs can effectively
improve service coverage and throughput for
remote UE units with weak communication links
with the eNB. Compared to the case without RS,
the total throughput of a cell can be improved
by 7.4, 35.4, and 60.5 percent, respectively, when
one, two, and three Type-I RSs are deployed. In
practice, those UE units with very low through-
put values (bottom 5 percent) ususally are locat-
ed at the edge of a cell. Type-I RSs can
effectively improve the total throughput of edge

UE units: one, two, and three RSs can achieve
throughput gains of 11.6, 23.7, and 53.9 percent,
respectively.

RELAY TRANSMISSION SCHEMES
Many relay transmission schemes have been pro-
posed to establish two-hop communication
between an eNB and a UE unit through an RS
[3–5].

Amplify and Forward — An RS receives the
signal from the eNB (or UE) at the first phase.
It amplifies this received signal and forwards it
to the UE (or eNB) at the second phase. This
Amplify and Forward (AF) scheme is very sim-
ple and has very short delay, but it also amplifies
noise.

Selective Decode and Forward — An RS
decodes (channel decoding) the received signal
from the eNB (UE) at the first phase. If the
decoded data is correct using cyclic redundancy
check (CRC), the RS will perform channel cod-
ing and forward the new signal to the UE (eNB)
at the second phase. This DCF scheme can effec-
tively avoid error propagation through the RS,
but the processing delay is quite long.

Demodulation and Forward — An RS
demodulates the received signal from the eNB
(UE) and makes a hard decision at the first
phase (without decoding the received signal). It
modulates and forwards the new signal to the
UE (eNB) at the second phase. This Demodula-
tion and Forward (DMF) scheme has the advan-
tages of simple operation and low processing
delay, but it cannot avoid error propagation due

Figure 1. A network scenario with multiple RSs and multiple UE units.
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Table 1. System performance of Type-I relay station deployment.

No RS One RS Two RSs Three RSs

Throughput of local UE (Mb/s) 24.3 20.3 21.3 24.3

Throughput of remote UE (Mb/s) 0 5.8 11.6 14.7

Total throughput in a cell (Mb/s) 24.3 26.1 32.9 39.0

Throughput of edge UE (kb/s) 117.1 130.7 144.8 180.2
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to the hard decisions made at the symbol level in
phase one.

Assuming each RS can accurately measure
and estimate the instantaneous channel condi-
tions of the links to an eNB and its neighboring
UE units, this information enables the eNB,
RSs, and UE to effectively perform link adapta-
tion and maximize transmission efficiency in
their two-hop relay transmissions. For perfor-
mance comparison, our computer simulations
adopt a block fading channel model, turbo chan-
nel coding, Max-Log-MAP decoding (eight itera-
tions), four modulation schemes for dynamic
link adaptation (i.e., binary phase shift keying
[BPSK], quaternary PSK [QPSK], 16-quadrature
amplitude modulation [QAM], and 64-QAM
with the corresponding code rates 1/3, 1/2, 2/3,
and 3/4), and a transport block size of 240 bits.
Figure 2 shows the transmission efficiency per-
formance of three relay transmission schemes
under four combinations of two-hop channel
conditions: (SNR + 15 dB, SNR), (SNR + 10
dB, SNR), (SNR + 16 dB, SNR), and (SNR + 6
dB, SNR – 6 dB), where the first and second
elements represent the signal-to-noise ratios
(SNRs) for the first and second hops in relay
transmissions. The value of SNR in these condi-
tions increases from 2 to 30 dB, as shown in the
X-axis. From the simulation results, we can see
that the AF scheme is most sensitive to the
changes of two-hop SNR values; significant per-
formance gains are achieved when the two-hop
channel conditions are improved from (SNR + 6
dB, SNR – 6 dB) to (SNR + 15dB, SNR).
Among these three relay transmission schemes,
DCF can always offer the best transmission effi-
ciency performance under different radio chan-
nel conditions. This is because the channel
decoding and selective forwarding procedure in
DCF can completely mitigate the channel fading
effect at the first hop and then successfully
restore the original signal for transmission over
the second hop.

RELAY TECHNOLOGIES IN WIMAX AND
LTE-ADVANCED STANDARDS

According to the 3GPP LTE-Advanced technical
report [2] and IEEE 802.16j technical specifica-
tion [3–5], an RS can act as the BS for legacy
UE units and should have its own physical cell
identifier. It should be able to transmit its own
synchronization channels, reference symbols and
downlink control information. So an RS shall
have the full functions of an eNB/BS (except for
traffic backhauling), including the capabilities of
knowing the radio bearer of received data pack-
ets and performing traffic aggregation to reduce
signaling overhead. There should be no differ-
ence between the cell controlled by an RS and
that controlled by a normal eNB.

There is little difference between Type-II and
transparency RSs defined in 3GPP LTE-
Advanced and IEEE 802.16j standards [2–5].
Table 2 compares the characteristics of Type-I
and non-transparency RSs, which mainly perform
IP packet forwarding in layer 3. As seen, the key
differences are that IEEE 802.16j supports multi-
hop communications in a cell and generates
longer delay in relay transmissions, while 3GPP
LTE-Advanced supports only two-hop relay
transmissions with smaller latency. In order to
guarantee backward compatibility, 3GPP LTE-
Advanced [2] introduces a fake multicast broad-
cast singl-frequency network (MBSFN) technique
to help legacy UE units access the advanced
evolved Universal Mobile Telecommunications
System (UMTS) terrestrial radio access network
(E-UTRAN). LTE UE will not try to receive the
common reference signal or measure the channel
quality in an MBSFN subframe that has been
allocated for eNB-to-RS transmission [2].

PAIRING SCHEMES FOR
RELAY SELECTION

Consider a network with multiple RSs and mul-
tiple UE units in each cell (Fig. 1). One of the
key challenges is to select and pair nearby RSs
and UE units to achieve the relay/cooperative
gain. The selection of relay partners (i.e., with
whom to collaborate) is a key element for the
success of the overall collaborative strategy.
Practically, it is very important to develop effec-
tive pairing schemes to select appropriate RSs
and UE units to collaborate in relay transmis-
sions, thus improving throughput and coverage
performance for future relay-enabled mobile
communication networks.

This pairing procedure can be executed in
either a centralized or distributed manner. In a
centralized pairing scheme, an eNB will serve as a
control node to collect the required channel and
location information from all the RSs and UE
units in its vicinity, and then make pairing deci-
sions for all of them. On the contrary, in a dis-
tributed pairing scheme, each RS selects an
appropriate UE unit in its neighborhood by using
local channel information and a contention-based
medium access control (MAC) mechanism. Gen-
erally speaking, centralized schemes require more
signaling overhead, but can achieve better perfor-
mance gains,  than their distributed counterparts.

Figure 2. Transmission efficiency of AF, DMF, and selective DCF relay
schemes.
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Some centralized and distributed pairing
schemes have been developed for multiple-RS-
single-UE and single-RS-multiple-UE scenarios
[6–8], aiming at optimizing the throughput per-
formance of a single two-hop link (or a single
UE unit). Only limited work has been reported
in the literature for the more general multiple-
RS-multiple-UE scenario [9, 10]. Specifically, a
centralized pairing scheme based on a min-max
criterion and the bipartite graph theory is pro-
posed in [9], which can minimize the maximal
outage probability of all the UE units while
guaranteeing fairness among them. In [10]
another centralized pairing scheme is developed
to enable every UE unit to measure the channel
qualities toward its neighboring UE units and
then identify a list of relay-capable neighbors by
using a predefined threshold. This information
will be sent to the eNB, which will make pairing
decisions by sorting the orders in those lists from
different UE units. To the best of our knowl-
edge, no distributed pairing scheme has been
published for the multiple-RS-multiple-UE sce-
nario yet. In this section we develop and evalu-
ate both centralized and distributed pairing
schemes for achieving multipath diversity and
optimizing the overall system performance in a
realistic multiple-RS-multiple-UE scenario.

CENTRALIZED PAIRING SCHEME
In a centralized pairing scheme, each RS identi-
fies a set of UE units it can serve in its vicinity
and checks the channel condition (service quali-
ty) for the links between the RS and the eNB
and between the RS and every UE unit in this
service set. This information needs to be periodi-
cally updated and reported to the local eNB to
capture dynamic changes of neighborhood and
channel conditions at each RS. After receiving
timely updates from all the RSs in the same cell,
the corresponding eNB will generate a two-
dimensional matrix C = [ci,j] with its rows and
columns corresponding to UE IDs and RS IDs,
respectively. In matrix C the element ci,j (ci,j ≥ 0)
represents the achievable data rate over a two-
hop relay transmission when the ith UE is served
by the jth RS. If the ith UE is not in the service
set of the jth RS, ci,j is set to zero. Otherwise, ci,j
can be calculated based on the instantaneous
channel conditions between the ith UE and the
jth RS, and between the jth RS and the eNB.

Under the condition that each RS can serve
only one UE unit at a time, the optimization
objective of a centralized pairing scheme is to
maximize the number of served UE units. Specif-
ically, the eNB will manipulate matrix C by
keeping as many non-zero rows as possible (i.e.,
at least one positive element exists in each of
these rows), while maintaining at most one non-
zero element in each column because one RS
cannot serve more than one UE unit simultane-
ously. To achieve the optimization objective, the
eNB first searches and keeps those rows with
only one non-zero element; that is, the UE units
with only one RS in their vicinities are given
high priority to be paired with their only RS. If
several such high-priority UE units are sharing
the same RS, the one with the maximal achiev-
able data rate will be selected; as a result, the
rows corresponding to the other UE units will be

eliminated from matrix C. Once an RS is select-
ed for a UE unit, it cannot be used by any other
UE units (if any) in its service set. Thus, the
eNB will clear the values (i.e., set to zeros) along
the column where the selected RS is located,
except for the row corresponding to the paired
UE. Following the same criteria, the eNB will
iteratively check and keep the remaining rows,
starting with those having fewer non-zero ele-
ments, and then continuously update the matrix
C by setting zeros into the corresponding col-
umn each time an appropriate RS is paired with
a new UE unit. Finally, all the columns contain
only one non-zero element (i.e., the paired UE
and RS), and this complete pairing result will be
broadcast to all the RSs and UE units in the
same cell. The overall throughput for the served
UE units can be calculated by adding these non-
zero values together.

DISTRIBUTED PAIRING SCHEME
To reduce periodic information exchange and
signaling overhead in the centralized pairing
scheme, we propose here a simple distributed
pairing scheme based on a contention-based
MAC mechanism. Specifically, a common slotted
communication channel is shared by all the RSs
in the same cell. Every N slots are grouped into
a pairing section, and a complete pairing proce-
dure contains M pairing sections. In practice,
these parameters N and M can be tuned accord-
ing to the densities of RSs and UE units in each
cell, thus to achieve a better performance trade-
off between collisions and delay in the proposed
distributed pairing procedure.

In our distributed pairing scheme, each RS
first identifies its service set of neighboring UE
units. It also evaluates the channel conditions
between itself and the eNB, as well as those UE
units in the service set. Then, in the first pairing
section of the distributed pairing procedure,
those RSs with a single-UE service set each ran-
domly selects a time slot from the N slots in this
pairing section to broadcast its served/paired UE
ID. If multiple RSs choose the same time slot to
announce their served UE units, a pairing colli-
sion occurs, and those RSs involved will try again
in the next pairing section. Other RSs with a ser-

Table 2. Comparison of Type-I (3GPP LTE-Advanced) and non-transparency
RSs (IEEE 802.16j).

IEEE 802.16j 3GPP LTE-Advanced

Scheduling mode Distributed Distributed

PHY mode Channel decoding Channel decoding

Backward compatibility Yes Yes

Coverage enhancement Yes Yes

Throughput enhancement Yes Yes

Number of hops Two or more Two

Transmission latency introduced
by RSs Largest Larger
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vice set consisting of more than one UE unit will
listen to the broadcast messages in the first pair-
ing section and then update their service sets by
removing those announced/paired UE units. The
second pairing section is for those collided RSs
(if any) in the first pairing section and some
additional RSs, each having a newly updated ser-
vice set of only one UE unit. These RSs will
independently select their own time slot to
announce their served/paired UE units in the
second pairing section. Pairing collisions may
occur, and the remaining RSs (with a service set
of more than one UE unit) will update their ser-
vice sets accordingly after hearing the successful-
ly announced UE IDs. The same process
continues in the following pairing sections, until
the last (i.e., the Mth) section, wherein each
remaining (unpaired) RS will select a UE unit
from its current service set and announce its final
pairing choice at a random time slot. Pairing col-
lisions in this last section will not be resolved,
and a new pairing procedure will start over again
when an RS’s neighborhood is changed due to
user mobility or dynamic channel conditions.

By introducing high priority for the RSs with
a single-UE service set in the pairing procedure,
the proposed distributed pairing scheme can
effectively reduce pairing collisions, increase suc-
cessful pairing probability, and thus achieve the
objective of serving as many UE units as possible
in a multiple-RS-multiple-UE scenario.

PERFORMANCE EVALUATION
The performance of our proposed centralized
and distributed pairing schemes are evaluated by
computer simulations in a realistic single-cell
scenario:
• The SUI-3 physical channel model is used

with an attenuation factor of 2. A log-nor-
mal shadowing with a variance of 8 dB, and
an additive white Gaussian noise (AWGN)
with zero mean and a variance of 0.01 are
also considered.

• Multiple RSs and multiple UE units are
randomly deployed in the cell. The num-
bers of RSs and UE units range from 4 to
14 and from 2 to 12, respectively.

• Each UE unit has its arbitrary requirement
on transmission data rate, 0.75R, 1.5R, or
3R, where R denotes the average data rate
between all the UE units and RSs. Note
that the value of R will not affect the com-
parative performance between different
pairing schemes.

• We choose to evaluate a three-section (M =
3) distributed pairing scheme with each
pairing section consisting of four time slots
(N = 4).

• Selective DCF is used.
A random pairing scheme and an opportunis-

tic pairing scheme are also evaluated as two
benchmarks for performance comparison against
our proposed schemes. Specifically, as its name
implies, the random pairing scheme pairs an RS
with a randomly selected UE unit in its service
set, without considering the UE location, the
achievable data rate, or any other criteria. In the
opportunistic pairing scheme, every UE unit
sequentially chooses the closest RS (with the
strongest signal) as its relay, until all the RSs are
selected.

Figure 3 compares the successful pairing
probability performance of different pairing
schemes. The number of UE units in the cell
increases with the number of RSs, more specifi-
cally, it is equal to the latter minus two. Success-
ful pairing probability is defined as the ratio
between the served/paired UE units and the
total number of UE units. As seen in Fig. 3, the
proposed centralized and distributed pairing
schemes have the objective to maximize the
number of served UE units in a cell; they both
can achieve similar but much higher successful
pairing probabilities than the random and oppor-
tunistic pairing schemes. In addition, their suc-
cessful pairing probability curves increase
linearly with the number of RSs. This indicates
that the proposed schemes can effectively exploit
the newly added RSs to achieve better pairing
performance.

Figure 4 shows the throughput performance
of a cell under different pairing schemes. With
the high successful pairing probabilities shown
in Fig. 3, the proposed centralized and dis-
tributed schemes can maximize the usage of
the RSs deployed in a cell and offer signifi-
cantly better throughput performance (i.e., the
total achievable data rate across the whole
cell) in a multiple-RS-multiple-UE scenario
than the random and opportunistic pairing
schemes. As the numbers of RSs and UE units
in the cell increase, most RSs will have a large-
size service set. This leads to fewer pairing
actions (announcements) in the first and sec-
ond pairing sections, and more collisions in
the third (last, as M = 3) pairing section of
the distributed pairing scheme. As a result, its
throughput performance is saturated when the
number of RSs (and UE units) is large. This
problem can be solved by dynamically adjust-
ing the system parameters N and M according
to the numbers of RSs and UE units in the
cell.

Figure 3. Successful pairing probability of the UE units in a cell.
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CONCLUSIONS

This article gives an overview of relay technolo-
gies adopted in IEEE WiMAX and 3GPP LTE-
Advanced mobile communications systems. It is
shown that relay technologies can effectively
improve service coverage and system through-
put, especially when multiple RSs are deployed.
With additional complexity and processing delay,
a selective DCF scheme can achieve better per-
formance than AF and DMF relay schemes
under different radio channel conditions. In
order to serve as many UE units as possible in a
realistic multiple-RS-multiple-UE scenario, we
have proposed and evaluated both centralized
and distributed pairing schemes, which can
achieve maximal numbers of served UE units
and much higher cell throughput performance
than random and opportunistic pairing schemes.
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Figure 4. Throughput performance of different pairing schemes.
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